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Abstract. The finite element model based on First Shear Displacement Theory to study 
the mechanical and electrical behaviors of cantilever laminated composite plate bonded 
piezoelectric patches on surface is presented. A nine-node isoparametric rectangular ele
ment with 5 degrees of freedom for the generalized displacements and 2 electrical degrees 
of freedom at each node is used. Optimization techniques based on genetic algorithm 
(GAs) are applied in order to maximize the piezoelectric actuator efficiency, improve the 
structural performance. The illustrative examples and results of the appropriate applied 
voltages, position of bonded piezoelectric actuator patches.and fiber angle to achieve the 
desired displacement of the cantilever composite plate are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Base on the direct piezoelectric effect and converse piezoelectric effect, in the re
cent years, there has been an increase in the developments of the laminated composite 
plates integrated with piezoelectric materials. The composite constructures are bonded 
or embedded with piezoelectric layers or patches can greatly enhance the performance of 
existing structures such as sensory, adapting with static or dynamic responses as well as 
many application such as the shape control, nanopositioning, precision positioning ... etc. 

In order to search "best 11 results in static/ dynamic control for structure with in
tegrated piezoelectric actuators, many techniques are applied to solve this problem. The 
optimum problems are raised. Brij N. Agrawal et al. (1997) [1] used and improved avail
able computer program to solve optimum problem on adaptive antenna shape control using 
piezoelectric actuators with the goal to find the optimum actuator voltage. Crist6vao M. 
Mota Soares et al. (1999) [2] used finite element models based on higher-order and first
order displacement fields and the optimization procedure based on gradient method in 
order to find the optimum actuator voltage, the thicknesses of both substrate and piezo
ceramic layers, the fiber angles in each one of the Graphite/Epoxy layers. Sadri A. M. et 
al. (2002) [3] introduces a modelling approach based on the Rayleigh- Ritz assumed mode 
shape method to investigate the panel flutter suppression using a patch of piezoelectric 
materials bonded to the surface of the panel. They used genetic algorithm (GAs) as the 
search algorithm in order to find the best position to bond actuator. Xu B. et al. (2007) [4] 
used GAs for integrated optimization of structural topology and control for piezoelectric 
smart trusses .... etc. 
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In fact, the requirements on getting the desired displacement are becoming increas
esingly important in the recent years, GAs has been extensively applied as a fool for 
optimization of engineering problems. In the present paper, we used nine-node isopara
metric rectangular element with 5 DOF for the generalized displacements and 2 electrical 
DOF at each node based on FSDT and GAs are applied in order to find appropriate ap
plied voltage, position of bonded piezoelectric actuator patches and fiber angle to achieve 
the desired displacement of the cantilever composite plate are presented. 

2. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 

The displacement components u, v and w at any point in the laminate space in the 
x, y and z directions, respectively. The displacement field is expressed by: 

u(x, y , z) = uo(x, y) + zBx(x, y); 
v(x, y , z) = vo(x, y) + zBy(x, y); w(x, y, z) = wo(x, y) 

(1) 

where, uo, v0 and w0 are the displacements of a point on the midplane in the x, y and z 
directions, and Bx and By are the rotations of normals to the midplane about the y and x 
axes, respectively. 

For a piezoelectric material, the electrical and mechanical constitutive equations are 
coupled [5], [6] as follows: 

CJ= QE - eE, 

DP= eTE + pE 

(2) 

(3) 

here, CJ= {CJx, CJy, Txy, Tyz, Txz}T is the elastic stress vector; E = {Ex, Ey, '/xy, '/yz, '/xz}T 
is the elastic strain vector; Q is the stiffness matrix; E is the electric field vector; DP is 
the electric displacements vector; e is the piezoelectric stress coefficients matrix; p is the 
permittivity coefficients matrix. 

The FEM approximations are given by the following relations: 
n 

(4) 
i=l 

It is assumed that the piezoelectric layers are perfectly bonded. ¢k is vector of 
electric potential: 

n 

¢k (~ , TJ) = L Ni(~, TJ).¢k (5) 
i=l 

where, Ni ( ~, T/) are shape functions for mechanical and electrical fields, ui and ¢k are 
vectors of nodal displacement and electric potential. 

Relating strain to displacement, and electric field to electric potential yields: 

{ E} = [ cf;:1 clj cfiii c1; Ee c1;y '/yz '/xz J T = [8] [ u v w Bx By J T 

= [8] [NJ {uL =[Bu] {uL (6) 

A voltage ¢ applied across an actuator of layer thickness t generates an electric field 
vector { E}, and electric field to electric potential yields: 

Ek=-'l<f>k={ 0 0 Ek} and Ek=-¢k/tk=[Bq,]{¢}, (7) 
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where, tk is the thickness of the kth piezoelectric layer. 
For static analysis, the finite element equations are written in condensation form as follows: 

[ 
Kuu Kuq, ] { U } _ { F } 
Kq,u Kq,q, ¢ - Qc 

(8) 

here, u, ¢, F and Qc are the global vectors of displacement, electric potential, applied force 
and charge, respectively. In Eq. (9), the mechanical stiffness matrix, Kuu; mechanical
electrical coupling stiffness matrix, Kuq,; electrical-mechanical coupling stiffness matrix, 
Kq,u; piezoelectric permittivity stiffness matrix, Kq,q,; applied force vector, F and applied 
charge, Qc are defined in [7] [8] [9]. 

3. STATEMENT OF OPTIMIZATION 

3.1. Optimization problem 

The structural optimization problem can be stated as: 
Min {O (b)} 
Subject to: bi::=:; bi::=:; bj, i = 1, ... , ndv, 

Wj (u, b)::::; O,j = 1, .. ., (9) 

where, 0 (b) is the objective function; Wj (u, b) are m constraint inequalities, u is the 
displacement vector; b are design variables; bi and bj are the lower and upper limits of 
the design variables, respectively and ndv is the total number of design variables. 

The present approach is assumed that the shape of the plate is described by the 
transverse displacement w in an arbitrary location in the (x, y) plane. Let ri and Wi 

represent the desired transverse displacement and the actual transverse displacement cor
responding to point i. 

In order to control the displacement of the cantilever composite plate in static type 
situations, we use piezoelectric actuators with applied voltage. In the static shape C;Ontrol, 
all the piezoelectric patches are used as actuators to change deflection of the plate. The 
goal is to minimize the least error between the desired and the achieved displacement. 
Hence the following objective function can be written: 

(10) 

where, pp sign is the "precision positioning"; abs represents absolute value. 
We consider a cantilever composite plate, which is subjected to concentrate force 

at the middle point, M, of the free edge of the plate and we find the appropriate electri
cal voltages, position of bonded piezoelectric actuator patch pair and fiber angles of the 
laminated plate in order to transverse displacement of the point M is minimum. 

The problem statement: 
In this example, the design variables are: the electrical voltage that should be applied 

to the piezoelectric actuators, ¢i; the ( x, y) couple. Here, x and y are coordinates of point, 
P and P(x, y) is center of the piezoelectric patch pair. P(x, y) position should be applied 
to bond actuator patch pair; the fiber angle, ei that should be used to the laminated 
composite plate. The present optimization problem can be written as: 

Min {Opp} 
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Subject to: , 

¢min ~¢~¢max; Xmin ~ x ~ Xmax; Ymin ~ y ~ Ymax; emin ~ e ~ emax, (11) 

where, ¢min and ¢max represent the lower and upper voltage limits of the actuator; Xmin , 

Xmax 1 Ymin and Ymax represent limits of the dimensions of the plate; emin and emax represent 
the lower and upper fiber angle limits. 

3.2. Genetic algorithms (GAs) 

In this paper a G As is used as the search algorithm and based on the code of Andrew 
Chipperfield, Carlos Fonseca and Hartmut Pohlheim (1994). 

The GAs was first proposed by John Holland (1975) and developed by D.E Goldberg, 
L.David and Z. Michalevicz, the modeling of algorithms is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The modeling of genetic algorithms 

GAs are essentially random search techniques from the mechanics of natural genet
ics of population. In general, the fittest individuals of any population tend to reproduce 
and survive to the next generation, thus improving successive generations. Although ran
domized , GAs can efficiently explore the new generation with better fitness. GAs have 
been shown to solve linear and nonlinear problems through mutation, crossover and se
lection operations applied to individuals in the population. The use of a GA requires the 
det ermination of these fundamental issues: chromosome creation, fitness function, and the 
genetic operators making up the reproduction function, and termination criteria [10 , 11]. 
The initial population of chromosomes is created randomly and the fitness function, which 
is defined by the user, is computed. The goal of the fitness function is to encode numeri
cally, the performance of the chromosome. Then the chromosomes with the largest fitness 
scores are placed one or more times into amating subset and chromosomes with low fitness 
scores are removed from the population. In the next step genetic operators, crossover and 
mutation, are used. Two chromosomes from the mating subset are randomly selected. The 
probability that these chromosomes are crossed over is a user-controlled option. If the 
chromosomes are allowed to crossover, a recombination operator is employed to exchange 
genes to produce two new sets of chromosomes. If they are not allowed to mate, the chro
mosomes are placed into the next generation unchanged. The last operator, mutation , 
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is applied to the individual genes in the chromosome based on probability of mutation. 
Amutation simply changes the value for a part icular gene so that local maximum is not 
mistaken for a global maximum [10]. Thus, the population is full of newly created chromo
somes and the process is repeated until the termination criteria, for instance the number 
of generations, is met. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of algorithm 
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In this study, the application of GAs to determine the optimal electrical voltages, 
position of bonded piezoelectric actuator patch pair and fiber angles of the laminations 
for a cantilever plate is presented. To solve this problem, a simple GAs was used with the 
following configuration: 

Population size = 10 
Crossover rate = 0.9 
Mutation rate = 0.001 
Number of generations= 250. 
The outline of the present optimization problem using the G As is as follows [10]: 
(1) The initial chromosomes of 10 are chosen randomly (population size). Each 

initial chromosome is a binary string which includes 10 bites and corresponds to the 
problem encoding. Four design variables (voltage,¢; x , y coordinates and fiber angle, B) 
are chosen randomly and then encoded in each binary string. Solving (8) equation with 
four design variables gives an actual transverse displacement value, Wi in (10). Each string 
is then evaluated and assigned a fitness value. 

(2) The fitness value is calculated for each chromosome set (value of transverse 
displacement of the point, M corresponding to each chromosome set). 

(3) Genetic operators are applied to produce a new set of chromosomes. 
( 4) Steps 1-3 are repeated ( 250 generations). 
(5) The computation is terminated and the value set (include: voltage, x , y co

ordinates, fiber angle) based on the best value (desired) of transverse displacement of the 
point, M from the current generation population is selected as the optimal result. 

The flowchart of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND RESULTS 

Consider a cantilever plate: L e x We x tc = 160 mm x 30 mmx 1 mm, which has 
four layers. The thickness of each layer is tc/4, made of graphite-epoxy (T300/ 976) , and 
piezoelectric actuator patch pair (the symbols of the dimensions are shown in Fig. 3). The 
piezoelectric patch PZT G1195N: Lp x WP x tp = 20mmx10 mmx 0.2 mm). The plate 
is subjected to a concentrate force at the point, M, of 0.1 N. Material properties of PZT 
G 1195N and T300 /976 graphite-epoxy are shown in Table 1. 

Fig. 3. The symbols of the dimensions of the cantilever plate and piezoelectric 
actuator patch pair 

The goal is to minimize the least error between the desired and the achieved trans
verse displacement of the point M. 
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Table 1. Material properties of PZT G1195N and T300/976 graphite-epoxy. 

Material Eu E22 = E33 V12 = V13 G12 = G13 G23 d31 = d32 P11 = P22 p33 
(GPa) (GPa) V13 = V23 (GPa) (GPa) (m/V) (F/m) (F/m) 

PZT Gll95N 63.0 63.0 0.3 24.2 24.2 254x 10 1
" 15.3xlQ ·U 15x 10 u 

T300/976 150.0 9.0 0.3 7.1 2.5 - - -

First , we consider the single constraint (applied voltage) case, x and y are chosen 
equal to 10 mm and 15 mm, respectively, and the composite plate with lamination sequence 
of [0° /90°]s is chosen. We got the best result by using GAs is the same that by using 
classical way (shown in Table 2). Here, the classical way, it means we find the best result 
by calculating all possible cases. 

Table 2. The results are achieved by using GAs, classical way in the single con
straint case (applied voltage). 

Using GAs Using classical way 
Min{abs('YM - WM)} 9.45x10-~ m 9.45x10-~ m 

Appropriate applied voltages 105.88 Volt 105.88 Volt 

Next, the multi-constrain optimization problem is considered. 
We choose </>min and </>max equal to 0 and 200 V, respectively; Xmin , Xmax , Ymin and 

Ymax are 10 mm, 150 mm, 5 mm and 25 mm, respectively (depend on the dimensions of 
the cantilever plate and piezoelectric actuator patch pair); the chosen configuration of the 
plate is [B/(90° + B)]s (type I) and [B/- Bf Bf -BJ (type II) with Bmin and Bmax equal to o0 

and 90°. 
Corresponding with type I, the evolution of process in GAs with population size of 

10 is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. (cor. with type I) Graph of evolutionary process in GA 
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The achieved optimal result ( cor. with type I) is ¢ = 105.88 Volt; x = 10 mm 
y=15mm B=0° . 

These results together with the results shown in Table 2 gave us confidence on used 
algorithm, established program as well as achieved results. 

The displacement of the cantilever plate with the achieved optimal result ( cor. with 
type I) is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. ( cor. with type I) The displacement of the cantilever plate 

The transverse displacement of the center line and the point, M with the achieved 
optimal result ( cor. with type I) is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. ( cor. with type I) The transverse dis
placement of the center line and the point, M 
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Fig. 7. ( cor. with type II) Graph of evolution
ary process in GA 

Corresponding with type II, the evolution of process in GAs with population size of 
10 is shown in Fig. 7. 

The achieved optimal result ( cor. with type II) is ¢ = 121.31 Volt x = 10 mm 
y = 5 mm e = 15° . 

These results together with the results shown in Table 2 gave us confidence on used 
algorithm, established program as well as achieved results. 

The displacement of the cantilever plate with the achieved optimal result ( cor. with 
type II) is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. ( cor. with type II) The displacement of the cantilever plate 

The transverse displacement of the center line and the point, M with the achieved 
optimal result ( cor. with type II) is shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. ( cor . with type I) The transverse displacement of the center line and the point, M. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the FSDT, the present FEM algorithm, written program by Matlab and 
GAs is used as a search algorithm, the present optimization problem is solved. A cantilever 
composite plate is considered. The results of the appropriate applied voltages, position of 
bonded piezoelectric actuator patches and fiber angle of the laminations in order to get 
the desired displacement of the cantilever composite plate are achieved. 

In the present optimization problem with four constrains (voltage, x, y co-ordinate 
and fiber angle - design variables), we can see that the achieved optimal result depends 
on the chosen configuration of the plate, thus the configuration of the plate can be one of 
the design variables. 

It can be seen that by calculating all possible cases for the present single constraint 
(applied voltage) problem gave us the desired results. However, in the multi-constraints 
(applied voltage, position to bond piezoelectric actuator patches and fiber angle of. the 
laminated composite plate) problem, this classical way is not effective and therefore· it 
can't be used, the search algorithm, GAs is strong and confident. 
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BAI TOAN TOI vu cHo TAM COMPOSITE AP DI~N sir DlJNG 
THUA.T TOAN DI TRUYEN 

Bai bao trlnh bay mo hinh ph<in tl'r huu h;;i,n dlja tren ly thuyE\t biE\n d;;i,ng tru<;1 t bi_ic nMt 
d§ nghien cliu ling x\1' cCI dii;)n cua Him chia composite l<'Jp c6 giin nhirng miE\ng kfch thfch ap dii;)n 
t ren b~ m$,t. Ph.in t\1' 9 nut ding tham s6 vdi 5 bi_ic tlj do CCI va 2 bi_ic t1j do dii;)n thE\ t;;i,i moi nut 
du<;1c s\1' d\lng. Thui_it toan di truyf:n du<;lc dung trong giai quyE\t bai toan t6i uu vdi mong mu6n 
cljc d;;i,i hii;)u li'ng kich thich ap dii;)n , cai thii;)n kha nang lam vii;)c cua kE\t c§.u. Bai bao da dua ra 
vf d\l s6 minh ho;;i, cling kE\t qua v~ dii;)n thE\ h<;1p ly ap d$,t, vi trf h<;lp ly d§ dan nhung miE\ng kich 
thich ap dii;)n va g6c s<;1i h<;lp ly cua composite l<'Jp d§ d;;i,t dUQc chuy§n vi mong mu6n ciia tfon chia 
composite. 




